
56-th Polish Mathematical Olympiad 2004/05

First Round
September 11 – December 10, 2004

1. Solve in real numbers the system

x2 = yz+1
y2 = zx +2
z2 = xy +4.

2. Find all integersn > 1 for which 22 +32+ · · ·+ n2 is a power of a prime.

3. In an acute-angledABC point D is the projection ofC onto AB, andE is the
projection ofD ontoBC. PointF is taken on the segmentDE so thatEF : FD =
AD : DB. Prove that the linesCF andAE are perpendicular.

4. A natural numbern and positive real numbersa andb are given. Find the largest
possible value of the expression

x1y1 + x2y2 + · · ·+ xnyn,

wherexi,yi are numbers from the interval[0,1] such thatx1 + x2 + · · ·+ xn ≤ a
andy1 + y2+ · · ·+ yn ≤ b.

5. A quadrilateralABCD is inscribed in a circle, and the incircles of the triangles
ABC andBCD have equal radii. Prove that the incircles of the trianglesCDA and
DAB have equal radii as well.

6. Determine whether there exists an infinite sequencea1,a2, . . . of positive integers

satisfying
1
an

=
1

an+1
+

1
an+2

for all n ∈ N.

7. Three spheres are pairwise externally tangent and touch aplane at pointsA,B,C.
Given thatBC = a, CA = b, AB = c, find the radii of the spheres.

8. On a circle are givenn lamps, each of which can be either turned on or turned
off. A sequence of operations is performed: in every operation one selectsk
successive lamps and changes the state of each of them. Initially all the lamps
are turned off. For a given positive integern, find all positive integersk ≤ n for
which one can have all the lamps turned on.

9. Determine all real numbersa such that the sequence(xn) given by

x0 =
√

3, xn+1 =
1+ axn

a− xn
for n = 0,1,2, . . .

satisfies the conditionxn+8 = xn for all n ≥ 0.
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10. Three subsetsA,B,C of a givenn-element setX have been chosen at random.
It is assumed that each of the 2n subsets ofX is equiprobable. Find the most
probable number of elements of the setA∩B∩C.

11. A circle with centerI is inscribed in a convex quadrilateralABCD, whereI does
not lie onAC. The diagonalsAC andBD intersect atE. The line throughE
perpendicular toBD meets the linesAI andCI at P andQ, respectively. Prove
thatPE = EQ.

12. Consider the functionsf (x) = 2x andg(x) = f ( f ( f ( f ( f ( f ( f (x))))))) (the sev-
enth iteration off ). Show that the numberg(3)−g(0) is divisible byg(2)−g(0).
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